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THE BBC'S NEW TELEVISION AND RADIO NETWORK - 

THE MANAGED BROADCAST NETWORK 

BACKGROUND 

The BBC's TV contribution and distribution networks have been traditionally supplied by BT 
(and the Post Office before them).  Starting in the '60s with the introduction of UHF 
transmitters (BBC2), conversion of the monochrome networks to colour, BT used analogue 
radio links and coaxial cable connections spreading country wide and becoming "the BT 
Network" leased to the BBC, and other channels as they developed. During the later years this 
network lease was renewed on a ten yearly contract basis. It is often referred to as the "Tariff 
V Network". 
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Some rural connectivity was achieved by the BBC with self provided analogue links where 

sparse population made BT provision inappropriate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But, after reliable service for many years, some geographical growth, and successive contract 
renewals, BT's analogue equipment was reaching the end of its useful life and could not be 
maintained as the basis for a further 10 year period following the BBC's latest contractual end 
date on 31/12/94.
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A very significant re-equipment was needed by BT for the new contract period.  But given 
modern developments (all trunk contribution and distribution would need to be carried over 
digital fibre bearers; a liberalised PTO market had developed with more suppliers) it was 
clear that a major exercise should be involved on a wider scale to migrate the analogue PAL 
network into the digital future to secure best value for money. The extent of the BBC's 
(Broadcaster's) network provided by BT is shown in the above figure, 0.1. 
 

[Please note that this is not to be confused with the BBC's emission network carrying 
broadcast programmes to the public from around 1,200 locations, only 30 of which are fed by 
the distribution element of the Broadcaster's network itself.] 

OVERVIEW 

The new network was realised by taking into account the Operational Requirements or 
revisions of all BBC User Directorates (i.e. Radio, Television, News and Current Affairs 
and Regions); considering relative performance and costs of technical alternatives; 
changing major contractor, following competitive tender; integrating several sources of 
vision circuit supply; building the new systems between April '93 and December '94; 
and integrating the new network seamlessly into service during early January '95. 

This submission for the RTS Communications Innovation Award covers the Television 
aspects of this complete new network including:- 

1. The scale of the network and necessary performance. 

2. The requirement analysis; multiple system trials; and rejection of video compression 
systems as a measure of cost saving in a broadcaster's network of this complexity; in 
order to produce systems completely fit for purpose. 

3. The competitive tender for main contractor, only recently possible in the newly 
liberalised Telecommunications world. 

4. The change from shf radio and cable systems to mainly fibre systems. 

5. The use of SDH digital technology for the fibre bearers and adaptations of vision 
codecs used in conjunction with these bearers to maintain suitable performance. 

6. The techniques adopted to adapt to multiple provision of circuits from a variety of 
sources. 

7. The new contractor's novel techniques for speed of infrastructure installation and 
circuit delivery. 

8. Planning, building, testing and seamless changeover in relatively short timescale to 
achieve satisfactory service. 

Any of the above might be considered a worthy subject for submission for the RTS's 
prestigious award, but the integration of all the above is also a considerable achievement.  
The above headings are used as sub divisions for the ongoing, more detailed text which 
provides the necessary technical description of the new network to support the application.
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1. THE SCALE AND SHAPE OF THE NETWORKS AND NECESSARY 
 PERFORMANCE. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 A glance at figure 0.1 reveals several facts: the BBC distribution network supplied by 
the new contract needs to feed 20 transmitter locations (blue) from Television Centre, 
but these routes travel via regional studios ("lines of blue for 1 and 2").  The red 
contribution (and reverse contribution) circuits link adjacent regional studios and the 
regional studio centres back to TC.  The scale is virtually UK wide; the general 
"shape" is functionally a tree/branch network, centred on London. 

1.2 CONTRIBUTION CIRCUITS 

 Although for reasons of practicality and economy these join adjacent signal 
origination nodes, their prime function is to link origination points to regional centres 
(Birmingham, Manchester, Bristol/Television Centre, Cardiff, Glasgow and Belfast) 
and the regional centres to London (Television Centre).  Long contributions using 
analogue sections suffered from degradation with distance.  An aim with the new 
network was to achieve digital flexibility to reduce many analogue contribution 
circuits to one coder at the source, all digital connections, and one decoder at the 
destination(s) to produce "distanceless quality". 

1.3 DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS 

 Distribution circuits travel through regional centres to allow opt-outs from network 
TV programmes in which the regional studios' local output (news, say) is seamlessly 
switched onto the distribution for the particular region with reversion to network TV 
at the end of the programme. 
An advantage of digital distribution is that there is a need to distribute the same 
Network Television feed to Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow on the northgoing 
route, and the feed can be arranged as a digital point to multi-point system with only 
one coder in Television Centre and 3 decoders at the receiving studios.  The quality at 
Glasgow is therefore as good as that at Birmingham - much less degradation with 
distance than the old analogue route. 
However, the needs for sub-regional opt-outs mean that 2 or 3 codec passes are 
needed to ends of PTO chains - for example in the North Region where Television 
Centre to Manchester to Newcastle to Pontop Pike is a typical route.  (Newcastle can 
opt-out Pontop Pike separately from Manchester's opt-out as necessary). 
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The BBC network model is therefore not the conventional studio to transmitter link 
but a "5 pass" system at worst depicted in figure 1.1 below.   

 

Performance over 3 distribution hops had to match the BT performance (at least) and 
this provides key performance limits for codecs chosen for the network.  A simplified 
set of graphs figures 1.2 - 1.5 demonstrate some typical parameter variations of old 
and new networks.  
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The changed distribution mechanism (thus impairment mechanism) makes it 
impossible to keep all degradations the same. But a compromise performance 
specification for one codec pass was used to ensure that no significant parameter 
would be worse at any distant location. In general, there is less access to restore linear 
video distortions; but more digital, thus "distortion free" transport which more than 
compensates for "tweaking". 

1.4 "ALL DIGITAL" OPT-OUTS 

 Consideration was given to digitally processing the opt-outs to reduce the codec 
count, but this arrangement led to several practical difficulties.  The distribution signal 
is a composite of video, sound, "digital sound", teletex etc. all asynchronously sourced 
and multiplexed onto digital data streams so that the processing necessary at the opt-
out studio would have involved a device of greater complexity than a decoder (and 
very expensive for a small market supply).  The Network Users prefer to handle vision 
signals "as normal" with two channel sound-in-syncs coded into the video.  The two 
channel sound-in-syncs handling equipment was already well established in the 
studios performing opt-outs (but there was no integrated equipment to handle 
alternative stereo audio feeds that might have been distributed).  The need to opt-out 
retaining video as the interface at interim studios argued for high quality codecs and 3 
pass performance equal to that of the BT analogue network for practical and economic 
reasons as well as theoretical reasons. 
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1.5 USER KEY REQUIREMENTS 

 These constraints seemed relatively modest, as paraphrased below:- 

• Similar vision and sound performance to that of the Tariff V network especially 
the feed quality to broadcast transmitters. 

• Continued use of sound in syncs and minimum operational methodology change at 
studios. 

• No significant delay in sound relative to vision or absolute delays on contribution 
circuits. 

• Equally high availability to the BT network (99.998% per hundred kilometres 
averaged over the network during a year). 

• A "seamless" changeover to new network operation with no visible effects to 
Users and viewers. 

 But the existing network performance was second to none; PAL looks likely to be the 
common studio platform for a number of years (if only on the basis of the cost of re-
engineering many studios to a new digital platform); and the PAL UHF terrestrial 
service would remain for 15 - 20 years even if DTTB had started well before (to allow 
customers time to change receivers).  Any "all digital platform" for the new network 
was not possible given the timescale for network changeover and a common, high 
quality vision interconnect standard looked probable (if lacking in ambition).  A 
practical approach was paramount to hit the time scale and seamless changeover 
targets. 

1.6 PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE 

 Although a "replacement network" was called for by the users, it needed to look 
forward to coping with immediate developments - the BBC Select encrypted 
transmissions; PAL plus as a possible wide screen enhancement system; HD TV 
needing wider bandwidth and higher bit rates (but unknown introduction date). 

1.7 NETWORK LIFE/MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

 The distribution network had to remain unattended, automatic and highly reliable -
simple automatic systems and a completely managed network approach were 
needed to cope with this and with high reliability contribution connections. 

1.8 "THE WHOLE NETWORK" 
 However the PTO element of the network was realised, it needed to interface 

compatibly with the BBC analogue radio links taking distribution (and a few 
contribution) circuits to the extremities of the network.  See figure 0.1 ( page 3 above) 
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 There was no guarantee that any new PTO might be able to provide equivalent "reach" 
to BT and therefore some compatible interim elements might be needed between the 
BBC provision and the new PTO provision (see later sections). 

1.9 SUMMARY 

 Network scale, compatibility and performance were all key needs.  Should there 
be a change of contractor, the timescale would be crucial as the BT equipment 
life could not be extended significantly past 1/1/95.  There appeared to be 
arguments for a vision based network with digital bearers and high quality 
coding to meet operational needs. 
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2. ANALYSIS AND TRIALS BEFORE NETWORK PROCUREMENT 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 The BBC and BT had discussed the "end of useful life problem" for a number of years 
and the BBC was therefore able to address the problem early and in the widest context 
of technical developments; regulatory liberalisation; broadcasting developments; and 
likely costs associated with the transfer to new digital infrastructure.  These thoughts 
were started before discussions with Users so that by the time User contacts were 
sought, they could be updated on the changing possibilities for the future and make 
more informed decisions from their individual and joint points of view. 

2.2 INITIAL FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

 The price of vision circuits from BT on Tariff V was considerably less than that of 
digital circuits of insufficiently high bit rate to carry a vision circuit (2 and 8Mbit/s, at 
that time there was no 34Mbit/s tariff available and there were also no broadcast-
quality 8Mbit/s codecs).  Projected prices for 34Mbit/s systems looked very high and 
for 140Mbit/s circuits enormous! 
The cost of the Broadcaster's network, was (and is) parasitic to the overall cost of 
broadcasting - i.e. there is no benefit to the viewer/licence payer for making the 
network better quality or higher cost.  If the cost is higher it removes some of the 
BBC's (substantially fixed) income from making programmes (which adversely affects 
licence payers).  
The financial constraint on the new network was therefore one of least price 
increase, preferably a reduction in price to the Users. 

2.3 COST REDUCTION STRATEGIES 

 Although these evolved gradually, the methods can be simply summarised:- 

• Fibre systems have much higher bandwidths than radio/cable systems.  Therefore 
discrete elements of bandwidth based on fibre delivery should be cheaper unless 
PTOs profits are unfairly high or costs increase markedly. 

• Competition.  New PTOs with fibre based, modern (SDH), highly managed systems, 
would take costs, profits and development capital into account when calculating 
prices.  But as these would be less than those of established PTOs due to their modern 
equipment and size, and  bandwidth available; they might offer considerably reduced 
prices to capture market share.  Normal multiple-supplier price reductions would also 
be available (through market competition). 

• Fixed price digital trunks and compression techniques.  Given digital access and a 
fixed BBC network, the more signals that could be "squeezed through the tubes" the 
better.  With compression techniques, such benefits would be to the BBC's advantage 
if the prices of the digital paths were low compared with a payment per service 
offered by PTOs (the prices rise pro-rata with service use), and if compression 
allowed suitable quality.  See fig 2.1 below - The economics also apply to radio links. 
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• PTO provided and Self Provided circuits.  The BBC (given the liberalised 
telecommunications regime and its own licence to provide fixed links) might extend 
the "remote radio link" approach and provide cheaper circuits since high locations and 
masts (for broadcast transmitters) lend themselves well to establishing radio link 
infrastructure. 

 Self Provision Practicalities 

 - For an analogue access system, end of chain analogue link routes would not 
 introduce more degradation than BT analogue links. 

 - For a digital access system, digital link chains could carry "distanceless 
 quality" further if the availability of each hop were sufficiently high.  But 
 practicalities play an important part as do bit-rate reduction techniques if 
 usable - these practicalities are shown diagramatically in figure 2.2 
 summarised below. 
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- 140Mbit/s digital links cost around 3 times the price of an analogue link 
 (given a 64QAM modulation system using equivalent bandwidth, using a 
 particular frequency band - 7GHz is the most useful Private Users band for 
 Broadcaster's).  The advantages of 140Mbit/s links with 140Mbit/s coding  are 
high bit rate, high quality vision.  The disadvantages are high cost; one 
 channel per frequency used; maximum distance for high availability (due to 
dispersive fading) is around 40 - 45km at 7GHz. 

- 34Mbit/s links are of the same order of costs as vision links but again use one 
frequency per channel and suffer the disadvantage of low bit rate coding 
necessary and marginally reduced quality.  However, link hops are in the order 
of 60 -65km before lowering of availability becomes a problem. 

 - 140Mbit/s links using 34Mbit coding looks best value because there is 3 
 times the cost but 4 times the channel capacity, 4 signals are carried per 
 frequency used; but the average distance between BBC network fed stations 
 is in the order of 60km and always greater than 40km.  Availability would 
 suffer unless an additional repeater node were built on every link.  Such a 
 high cost penalty makes this approach much less valid. 

 - Analogue links on low density routes still use one frequency per channel but 
 are much less expensive and for a few hops introduce little degradation over 
 65km hop distances.  I f the one frequency per channel needed is available 
 these are best value for money.  
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2.4 BIT RATE REDUCTION CONVENTIONAL "WISDOM" 

 Conventional sampling of a PAL vision signal and production of a 140Mbit/s bit 
stream produces good video performance and is relatively straight forward - CCIR 
(International) recommendations exist for such codec arrangements. 

 But on the "conventional PTT" basis that more bitrate costs more money, 34Mbit/s 
vision systems had been developed using ADPCM, DCT and hybrid algorithms to 
produce pictures on monitors of a quality indistinguishable by the average observer 
from those coded at 140Mbit/s.  ETSI 34Mbit/s codecs to Recommendation 723 are a 
good example of such devices using hybrid algorithms. 

 Whereas subjective video performance may be as good as 140Mbit/s codecs, other 
factors make these devices inferior from the operational point of view on the BBC's 
network. 

2.5 BIT RATE REDUCTION - ACTUAL REALISATIONS 

 Whilst the subjective performance of one codec pass at 34Mbit/s is good, especially 
with the designed component input (the basic ETSI specification) special care needs 
to be taken with PAL inputs to avoid cross-colour effects worse than those of the bit 
rate reduction. 

 "The literature" recognises that for a 34Mbit/s distribution scenario one codec pass 
only is envisaged to provide satisfactory performance; and that for contribution 
systems more than 2 codecs will cause subjective difficulties. 

 34Mbit/s systems relied (at the time of consultation) on 8 bit resolution - basic and 
concatenated (5 passes) noise floors therefore become subjectively poor even if other 
effects were marginal. 

 34Mbit/s codecs handle vision and sound, (not 2 channel sound-in-syncs 
transparently) plus Teletex (separately) and will not pass coded BBC Select signals or 
PAL plus signals without codec modification. 

 Further, monitoring signal throughput for a codec system by checking sync pulses (a 
conventional method) is useless for many codecs which strip and reinsert syncs as part 
of the bit rate reduction mechanism and need to split and re-combine signal element as 
only the video can be beneficially compressed (see figure 2.3 and 2.4 below). 
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 The 70 - 125milisecond processing delays involved per pass (times vary with different 
34Mbit/s codec techniques) also cause problems of echo and delayed replies in 
concatenated contribution circuits used for 2 way conversations.  (See figure 2.5 - 2.7 
below). 
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34Mbit/s codecs are also specific to particular input signals whereas 140Mbit/s codecs 
can handle a variety of inputs from PAL, NTSC, SECAM through to PAL Plus, PAL 
Plus, 2 channel sound-in-syncs, Sony F1, 2Mbit/s "1V HDB3" signals etc. 

2.6 TRIALS 

 Not all of the above was realised from reading and thinking!  Recognising that 
practical, near or in-service trials would reveal much more than "manufacturers' 
words" or BBC thought (however erudite), 3 pilot projects were set up with "likely 
contenders" to elicit system performance problems before tenders were placed and 
decisions made:- 

2.6.1 Trial 1 with Mercury Communications Ltd. in the Manchester/Leeds area. 

 This trial focused on differences of quality between 34 and 140Mbit/s coding for 
contribution and distribution purposes (including opt-outs and on-air trials).  It used 
565Mbit/s PDH fibre systems and one digital radio system, involved real use of such 
systems for service and led to a number of discoveries including (see figure 2.8) :- 
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• Significance of 34Mbit/s codec delays to off-air cueing; contribution conversation 
echo effects; and overall system delays in a terrestrial network exceeding those 
common on satellite systems. 

• The difficulty of fully monitoring 34Mbit/s systems and the lack of flexibility of 
signals handled. 

• That a digitally switched opt out was not practical at 34Mbit/s. 

• The size and complexity of digital terminal equipment and especially 34Mbit/s codecs 
(at that stage of development). 

2.6.2 Trial 2 with BT in the Newcastle area. 

 This trial focused on the possibility of a digitally switched opt out at 140Mbit/s and 
PDH system impairments and their effects on TV signals, especially trialing long 
distance, in-service circuits of the type actually used by BT for various purposes 
between London and Newcastle.  The relative ease of handling 140Mbit/s codecs in 
terms of size, running temperature, and adaptability to different signals was very clear 
from this trial.  (See figure 2.9). 
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2.6.3 Trial 3 with Energis in the Birmingham area. 

This trial focused on repeating the "BT tests" but on a 2.5Gbit/s SDH platform with a variety 
of codecs to ensure all SDH benefits and impairments were fully considered, only 

Energis could provide a representative SDH platform at that time.  (See figure 2.10).  
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This trial particularly emphasised the following needs:- 

• Multiple codec passes and the number of clamps in series in the worst case chain (15! 
one for each digital coder and one in each sound-in-syncs coder and decoder). 

• The need to buffer out pointer adjustment effects to reduce the rate of change of 
colour sub carrier phase to an acceptable level. 

• Even with a stable basic synchronous TV signal source and SDH digital frames, the 
basic asynchronism of TV signal elements ensures that no switching of TV signals at 
155Mbit/s or 140Mbit/s (even if bit/frame synchronous), can lead to presentationally 
satisfactory changeover or mixing of vision, sound and teletex. 

• That high bit rate codecs have no forward error correction and bit error rates of 1in107 
produce visible effects.  That normal operation background bit error rates are between 
1in1011 and 1in1014 on SDH fibre systems. 

2.7 SUMMARY - KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

 From the above and a variety of other discussions and international 
recommendations outside the scope of this paper to reproduce, the following 
became clear:- 

• I t was not certain that digital access to circuits with very high bit rates would be 
available from PTOs. 

• I f it were, coding, digital flexibility and decoding would need to be organised by 
the BBC and involve much more effort and capital than for vision access.  In 
spite of this, for commercial reasons the cost of digital access might be higher!! 

• 34Mbit/s vision systems should be avoided on such a short time scale for 
performance, logistic and cost reasons. 

• Opt-outs should be carried out in the PAL vision domain for reasons of 
continuity, economy, simplicity and time scale (no specialised digital switching 
equipment readily available), but care with LF codec performance was needed . 

• 140Mbit/s codec and sytems offer benefits of compatibility at existing studios (2 
channel sound-in-syncs handled); flexibility to a variety of vision inputs; space 
and heat advantages; price and ease of monitoring advantages. 
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3. THE COMPETITIVE TENDER 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 A high quality Broadcaster's TV network is not a standard item of PTO business.  The 
tender therefore needed to make the Broadcaster's video requirements clear, but also 
to seek the commonalties between telecommunications networks and 
video/Broadcaster's' needs to rent "more of the same for a different purpose" to keep 
basic carrier system hire as similar to normal business as possible, reduce the 
"Broadcaster's special element" and hopefully secure prices based on the larger-market 
costs of the telecommunications industry rather than seeking another individual 
network. 

 The tender needed to explain the scale and shape of the network to new and old 
tenderers alike and seek a response to what could be supplied by newer PTOs rather 
than restrict them by specifying a complete network only to find the geographical 
reach eliminated all but BT and removed the competitive element. 

 The tender needed to seek all information any PTO could supply on a "tender or omit" 
basis so that subsequent analysis by the BBC of similarly sized offers within the 
tenders could be undertaken and produce fair comparisons. 

 The BBC needed to discover whether analogue or digital access to PTO trunks or high 
or low bit rate systems (with safeguards for performance) would provide advantages. 

 The benefits of self provision also needed to be taken into account. 

3.2 ADDITIONAL SELF PROVISION OF CIRCUITS 

 Knowing that relatively short route analogue links would probably be the best 
economic solution to BBC provision (and knowing their base bandwidth of 9MHz 
could support enhanced modulation schemes should future developments demand 
more than PAL modulation) existing PTO routes were examined to see if self 
provision was a realistic possibility in terms of distance, number of circuits needed, 
existing infrastructure etc.  These routes were budgetarily costed to act as a yard stick 
for relative value to compare with tendered prices. They would always be useful to 
compare route-for-route with BT and to opt for the lower price (past experience had 
shown self provision to be usually but not always cheaper than BT). 

 Many routes could only be provided by PTOs on account of their length or capacity 
requirements.  But the network of figure 0.1 above (the max core network) was 
"reduced" by the possible additional self provision routes to produce a minimum 
requirement needed from any PTO (or combination of PTOs) and was termed the 
minimum core network (see figure 3.1 below). 
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 A network covering all BBC requirements was also drawn up and termed the total 
network to see if the economies of scale of provision from a large PTO could provide 
a better/more economic solution as an alternative to keeping the old self provided 
routes (see figure 3.2 below). 
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3.3 BASIC TENDER, SCALE OF NETWORK 

 All PTOs would be asked to tender for what they could supply, within the time scale, 
with reference to the minimum/maximum or total networks as guidelines. 

 Combinations of suppliers might then be sought if a more economic hybrid 
arrangement could be hired from 2 or more sources including or excluding self 
provision. 

3.4 LEVELS OF SUPPLY 

 PTOs were invited to quote for analogue or digital access at 140 (or 155)Mbit/s or 
34Mbit/s to appropriate digital bearers on the route.  They were invited to:- 

• Provide 99.998% availability per hundred kilometres of network on circuits 
conforming to a set of parameters which would (when concatenated) produce similar 
performance to the old network. 

• Offer alternatives and state what the savings might be and what reduction in 
performance might be entailed. 

• Offer analogue and/or digital flexibility for distribution and contribution circuits 
demonstrating ways of meeting opt out requirements and "one codec pass" performance for 
contribution circuits if possible. 

 The essence was to elicit imaginative solutions to the network requirement, not 
restrict PTOs to a slavish digital copy of the existing analogue network.  Even 
solutions involving dark fibre were sought although not expected to be offered for 
commercial reasons. 

3.5 ADDITIONAL TENDER ITEMS 

 The usual gamut of commercial, technical, regulatory and safety items were 
demanded, together with detailed technical requirements (meeting international 
recommendations) to ensure compatibility with international circuits etc.  (These are 
all too detailed to report in this submission).  These made no significant difference to 
the outcome as the same set of conditions was demanded of all tenderers. 

3.6 THE INVITATION TO TENDER  

 At the end of 1992 it became clear that although many new companies and strategic 
partnerships were likely to be licensed as PTOs during 1993, many (local cable 
companies for example) would not have the geographical scale to provide the extent 
of the BBC's network.  But as well as the established BT and Mercury 
Communications Ltd a few more would potentially reach such a scale and all who 
might make a serious offer were invited to tender to ensure complete market range had 
been tested. 

 Leaving the ITT any longer until more PTOs existed squeezed the provision time 
scale (given the hard cut off date of 31/12/94).  A two year minimum time scale was 
decided as just realistic, allowing 6 PTOs to be invited in December '92; tenders were 
returned by 22/1/93. 
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3.7 TENDER APPRAISAL 

 This was carried out by a group of representatives - one from each of the User 
Directorates (the same contacts who had contributed to the total operational 
requirement) and technical and commercial experts from the BBC engineering 
departments. 

 Tenders were formally and fairly compared to a strict set of criteria, the chief items 
amongst which were:- 

 Conformance to specification 
Price and Delivery 
Timescale 
Technical Merit - in terms of stated performance to broadcaster and viewer 
Risk of late delivery/sub-standard provision 

 Conclusions were rapidly drawn. 

 Two tenderers only were worth further consideration and  more detailed questioning 
as contenders on account of meeting the scale of provision in time: 

 BT provided a straight forward tender at a significant increase in cost to the BBC from 
the Tariff V network but at minimum risk to continuity of BBC services as a phased 
migration could be undertaken to smoothly transfer to a new network. 

 Energis provided the other high merit tender, but for the minimum core using direct 
provision plus indirect provision (BT at standard rates) to reach locations they would 
not be able to access until beyond the completion date (primarily Manchester to 
Belfast circuits).  They were also able to offer some of the additional routes towards 
the maximum core network. 

 Given the flexibility available to the BBC of additional self provided routes, a fair 
tender comparison of pricing the maximum core network from Energis' composite 
plus additional self provision could be made with BT's offer for the maximum core. 
Routes met by BBC additional self provision are recorded in fig 8.3 below 

 The cost of the Energis composite plus self provision was significantly lower than the 
BT equivalent tender but the risk (with the hard end date) was clearly very much more 
substantial. 

3.8 WHAT WAS AND WAS NOT OFFERED 

 Dark fibre access was not offered by any contender with significant geographical span 
and reach. 
Digital access was not offered or was offered at rates very significantly higher than 
analogue access. 
140Mbit/s access, coding and bearers were needed for the contribution and studio to 
studio distribution elements, leaving little benefit from 34Mbit/s sections on towards 
final transmitters. 
PAL analogue vision was the only common interconnection standard (with two 
channel sound-in-sync sound) that was possible. 
Digital flexibility to provide one codec pass was offered by both contenders with user 
control of the digital path, not user access to the digital path. 
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3.9 THE DECISION 

 In parallel with the tender process, the availability of frequencies for self provided 
routes had been checked and a number of surveys on new routes carried out to enable 
firm decisions to be undertaken if a hybrid network were needed.  Also this enabled 
accurate comparisons of relative costs of BBC and PTO routes to be made, where 
feasible. 

 (Incidentally, BT's quote for the whole network provision confirmed the huge cost of 
providing new network elements in isolated areas of the country and that retention of 
existing BBC self provided radio links was the economically justified way forward.) 

 After four meetings of increasingly detailed analysis backed by exactly the same 
clarification questions asked to both tenderers and sensible equal times for replies, the 
BBC recommended a hybrid network because:- 

• The "savings" were potentially very large.  (i.e. the reductions in cost increase would 
be greatest). 

• The performance using most modern techniques looked marginally better. 

• The risks of non-delivery looked suitably small, after very careful consideration. 

• The imagination, enthusiasm, pedigree and financial backing of the new PTO was 
impressive. 

 Formal BBC management approval was started as were final costings for the actually 
achievable hybrid network.  Energis and BBC Projects Department time scales were 
also reviewed. 

 Financial agreement at Board of Governors level was obtained on 20/5/93. 

 The contract (Network Service Agreement) was signed by the BBC's Chief 
Engineer and Energis' Chief Executive on 15/6/93. 

3.10 SUMMARY 

 The cheaper, newest technology tender had been accepted; the excitement had 
begun; the penalty for late delivery was unthinkable; the motivation to build the 
hybrid network (consisting of an Energis core plus BT rented additional circuits 
and new self provision) was enormous. 
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4. THE TRANSPOSITION FROM RADIO AND CABLE CIRCUITS TO MAINLY 
FIBRE LOOP CIRCUITS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION - DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS 

 Conventional radio link systems had been standard for years.  N+1 protection systems 
were used and highly reliable systems were obtained.  One, mainly unrealised benefit 
of N+1 systems was that reserve paths were of equal electrical length to main paths - 
fibre, however, introduced a different arrangement.  (See figure 4.1). 

 

4.2 THE NEED FOR LOOP PROTECTION 

 Fibre systems can fail easily if N+1 protection is supplied due to the proverbial JCB 
digging up and fracturing all fibres in a cable at once.  Whereas the protection loop is 
an obvious answer to this problem, the difference in path length leads to a difference 
of video phase at any receiving point in the network.  Such phase differences are 
unimportant in computer, data and switched traffic systems, and could be made 
unimportant in vision distribution networks.  But this would mean the use of multiple 
synchronisers ending up in series and causing not only an increase in path distortion 
but a cascaded relock delay in the event of a brief interruption of signal.  Any system 
containing more than two synchronisers in series has been strenuously avoided in the 
BBC network.  An similar pair of separately routed paths with automatic vision 
changeover at the destination was the selected system for the new network. 
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4.3 TIMING STANDARDS AND DAILY LOCK UP 

 Regional studios run with a standard sync pulse generation chain locked to a rubidium 
source.  Stability throughout the day is very good but it is conventional practice to 
lock sub-carrier phase to the incoming BBC1 distribution signal before transmission 
each day.  The local standard is taken as master for the rest of the day and contribution 
feeds synchronised to it. 

 But if during the day a protection is switched, there is a significant phase difference to 
network feeds and a frame dip (though it was not a roll) at the next opt-out is an 
inevitable result.  Fast relock during the day is not advisable as a fast slew leads to an 
out of tolerance sub carrier frequency standard during relock and can impair 
recordings and other studio processes which run from the same sync pulse generation 
source. 

4.4 LIKELY DIFFICULTIES 

 Although the odd frame dip due to a relatively rare protection changeover may be 
more acceptable than slewing the sync pulse generator back into phase lock with 
BBC1, it was felt advisable to be able to optionally lock the BBC1 and BBC2 vision 
changeover switches together so that the absolute time difference between BBC1 and 
2 signals was less than 2 microseconds (rather than in the order of 1 millisecond 
caused by the sort of path link differences involved).  This would allow the typical 
daily need of opting BBC1 on the half hour followed by BBC2 at the next half hour 
junction from the same regional studio using the same pulse generation chain, and this 
could be achieved by slow frequency relock, the rate of change of which would not 
impair local video processing. 

4.5 THE UNKNOWN 

 How often would changeovers cause a phasing problem?  Would it be better to 
arrange to unlock the BBC1 and 2 changeovers to prevent an unnecessary glitch on 
BBC2 each time there was a BBC1 fault and visa versa?  Would it be necessary to 
phase equalise the paths into each studio?  Would it ever be possible to phase stabilise 
feeds to all studios?  The answers can only be found in practice as no large, or SDH 
loop network had been running for long enough in service to find answers before the 
BBC network contract was let, or indeed before it was changed over into service.  The 
thing which is crystal clear is that a fixed path protection loop offers a more stable 
rearrangement than an arbitrary, switched protection network whose phase would 
never be known.  The BBC are running a monitoring experiment throughout the early 
months of service to analyse actual performance and take the necessary steps to 
produce as stable a network as possible. 

 The root of this relatively minor problem is fundamental.  Conventional television 
systems have traditionally relied on the stable performance of signals varying in 
absolute time, changes in which cause perceptible effects.  Digital systems by their 
nature are not absolutely time stable but rely on fast transit and storage and re-scan 
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systems which can be arranged to simulate television style systems, but not without 
accommodation delays which may be more or less perceptible. 

4.6 THE REALISTIC APPROACH 

 We should not lose site of the fact that an automatic changeover system provides very 
high actual availabilities for television distribution feeds.  Phasing difficulties would 
be absent with a single path feed, but a failure would mean loss of signal not just lack 
of perfect phase. 

4.7 CONTRIBUTION CIRCUITS 

 As contribution circuits are mainly under manual supervision, the loop reserve can be 
manually selected using the studio vision routing matrix.  But now, two inputs arrive 
for every circuit so that a considerable interfacing rearrangement was needed at 
studios to cope with "twice the inputs".  In practice, reallocation of larger matrices to 
smaller studios, provision of extra switch point cards where possible, and purchase of 
one large new matrix for Television Centre reduced costs and timescales. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

 Quite simple logistics caused operational changes which needed to be carefully 
considered to enable the system to benefit from the new techniques but also not 
to lose benefits brought with necessary changes. 
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5. THE USE OF SDH DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY FOR THE FIBRE BEARERS AND 
ADAPTATIONS OF VISION CODECS USED TO MAINTAIN SUITABLE 
PERFORMANCE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 In the past few years, no provision of new circuits in the analogue network has used 
purely analogue bearers - rather a number of proprietary fibre carrier systems have 
been used on local circuits and 140Mbit/s coding and PDH trunk bearers have been 
used for a few longer circuits.  Although these have caused few problems, no light has 
been shed on possible workings of a completely digital network.  PDH has apparently 
no benefits to PTOs as all appear to want to migrate to SDH at the earliest economic 
opportunity (for manageability and "unquantifiable benefits") and all new PTOs 
appear to be starting SDH-only networks to benefit from these management 
capabilities. 

 Given so little experience of complete digital systems, the pilot project results became 
vital decision drivers.  Whichever of the contenders was awarded the contract, it was 
pretty clear that SDH systems would come into service sooner or later. So a thorough 
investigation was worthwhile because the approach of meeting any problems head on 
by a committed new company was just as valid as meeting them later on in a 
piecemeal fashion migrating from an existing network. 

5.2 DIGITAL BEARER IMPAIRMENTS 

 In discussions with BBC Research & Development it was clearly seen that error rates 
on digital bearers have a different subjective effect on different traffic, depending on 
the nature of the traffic, its bit rate and system ruggedness.  Thus monitoring systems 
on the bearers may be set to alarm a bit rate associated with faults on switched voice 
and data systems (the standard PTO traffic) but when "good" (e.g. an error rate of less 
than 1in104, recommendation G821) may still affect TV and audio traffic. 

 For this reason error thresholds were defined separately in the contract as greater than 
1 part in 107 for television traffic and during the Energis SDH tests, particular care 
was taken to see what faults, within the specified tolerance's of 155Mbit/s SDH bit 
streams actually affected vision, sound, and teletex traffic. 
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5.3 FURTHER CRITICAL TESTS WITH ENERGIS 

 Reference to figure 5.1 demonstrates the initial critical viewing and listening tests 
carried out on their test set up near Birmingham. 

 

 All vision, sound (as two channel sound-in-syncs), and teletext was simulated (and 
replaced in turn by a PRBS generator of suitable bit rate for the "channel") and the 
associated "channel" checked by viewing/listening or decoding and displaying the data 
(or the PRBS checked by comparing input and output for decoded errors).  While 
these checks were made, the SDH circuit was artificially impaired by offsetting the 
send and receive clocks, making recovery of the SDH signal increasingly difficult.  
Actual errors were checked with a comprehensive SDH error test set in the circuit. 

 With the SDH circuit within specified limits, there were no ill effects to vision, sound 
and teletext systems (nor one PRBS error when left on "its channel" running 
overnight.)  But with clock lock broken and the system running outside limits, various 
effects could be induced including pointer adjustments to accommodate lack of 
synchronism between sent and receive systems. 

5.4 POINTER ADJUSTMENTS 

 Key questions to be answered were: What would be the normal running arrangement 
of a whole network of SDH muldexes? How often would pointer adjustments occur? 
And what would be the effects?  Following thought from BBC's Research & 
Development, it was clear that pointer adjustment could affect the rate of change of 
colour sub-carrier phase (easily seen on a vector-scope display locked to an external 
standard with incoming SDH-borne signal affected by pointer adjustments.  The 
normally static display spins in response to a pointer adjustment).  The PAL system 
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specification does not have a limit for rate of change of sub-carrier phase, only a sub-
carrier frequency stability limit.  (There was no mechanism for quickly changing 
phase on analogue bearers, so the problem had not occurred to the specification 
writers 25 to 30 years ago). 

 Following further consideration, BBC Research & Development derived a maximum 
rate of change figure to which we could test the performance of SDH systems plus 
codecs on the market, in the presence of simulated pointer adjustments, to check for 
satisfactory working.  (Although this sort of approach may seem extreme, should 
some studio processing equipment, for example, need stability of television signals to 
the limit of System I before fully working, there would obviously be problems 
processing an out-of-tolerance signal adversely affected by SDH impairments.  
Equipment relying on System I specifications might well be bought for another 10 
years of operational service). 

5.5 FURTHER CODEC TESTS 

 After the main network service agreement was awarded to Energis, they went through 
the necessary process of letting a contract for supply of coders and decoders for their 
system.  The technical side of this was carried out in conjunction with the BBC; 
Research & Development figures were used as the rate of change of phase criteria 
outgoing from a decoder given 3 - 4 consecutive pointer adjustments in the same 
direction. It was considered to be statistically unlikely that more than 3 would occur in 
short succession during normal working. This contract tender went to several 
suppliers and the codec system meeting the requirements best overall was one fitted 
with special buffering to reduce the output phase rate of change. (This approach was 
in accord with the pragmatic approach of BBC Resources to investigate and take the 
best commercial offering to meet the timescale, subject to risk and performance 
considerations).  Some later SDH demultiplex units are now designed with buffering 
between 155Mbit/s reception and 140Mbit/s output to reduce the jitter due to pointer 
adjustments. 

5.6 REAL SDH NETWORKS 

 It was realised that the actual instance of pointer adjustments in the SDH network 
would depend on the network itself and specifically the number of SDH muldex 
equipments in the various rings.   
Although the lack of any equipment in service was a problem at the start of a contract, 
tests were carried out by Energis on a "ring of 18" as soon as deliveries were 
sufficiently advanced, and the BBC carried out tests on the early deliveries on the 
network.   
Several tests are ongoing for more subtle effects of differences between BBC studios' 
phase standards and systems of synchronisation of equipments with the effect of phase 
variations.  But while the SDH rings are fully locked to their standard sync trail (most 
of the time when operation is normal) the phase variations caused by the combination 
of SDH equipment and new codecs has no deleterious effects on vision performance. 
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5.7 THE IMMEDIATE SWITCHING BENEFITS 

 Although distribution phase has been aired as a matter under current focus, it is well 
worth mentioning the commonality between an STM1 payload and its switching 
whether the payload is a 140Mbit/s multiplex of trunk telephony or one vision circuit.  
STM1 payloads are switched through routers of various types (e.g. add drop 
multiplexers and cross-connect switches) as a result of requirements external to the 
traffic routing carried to enact trunk switching between major cities (only these 
warrent the payload of an SDM1 multiplex).  Vision contribution signals need to be 
switched between major cities (BBC studios) regardless of their traffic content and 
can therefore use standard PTO infrastructure.   

 

 
A glance at figure 5.2 shows the flexibility in diagramatic format which allows a 
vision contribution signal to be coded at Glasgow digitally routed (through 
Manchester) and decoded at only the destination at which it is required (Television 
Centre).  The hoped-for benefit is being immediately achieved (and, as contributions 
signals have to be synchronised to the studio sync pulse source, 1 synchroniser in the 
chain, the variability of the route due to digital switching does not matter). 
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5.8 SUMMARY 

 The SDH system brings new effects and impairments which have been 
investigated and tested as soon as possible in full network systems.  Modifications 
to manufacturers' as-standard codec designs before purchase as have led to 
satisfactory overall performance in network operation.  When SDH lock up is 
lost very minor sub-carrier phase problems may be caused - these are currently 
under investigation but only occur under fault (or simulated fault conditions). 
There is commonality of infrastructure which immediately benefits Contribution 
switching. 
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6. MULTIPLE PROVISION OF CIRCUITS FROM A VARIETY OF SOURCES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 In what looks the least exciting feature of the new network, the access standard is 
PAL, System I vision with two channel sound-in-syncs (or not where not needed).  
This was forced on the BBC by lack of standardisation of 140Mbit/s codecs in the 
industry and between PTOs; refusal of access to 140Mbit/s systems by some 
traditional PTOs; the economic arguments against changing BBC radio links to digital 
links; and the absence of widespread digital system platforms in studios and 
transmitters.  Vision access made for a least-change scenario within the BBC 
broadcast network, and this alleviated the problems of short timescale for delivery. 

6.2 PTO INTERFACING 

 As part of their tender offer, Energis said they could deliver service by 31/12/94 
"using other PTOs provision as necessary to augment their own".  This turned out to 
mean a "BT insurance policy" for meeting the delivery date for Energis trunk circuits 
plus an economic use at standard broadcast user prices of point to point, mainly short 
existing routes that the BBC needed before and after the contract change. (BT, as a 
PTO, cannot refuse to provide service at standard tariff to a particular customer) So 
the Energis contract delivered Energis or BT circuits with vision access as a 
continuum. 

 Energis' central maintenance centre (the Network Management Centre - NMC) would 
deal with BT's central maintenance centre to report faults and arrange restorations.  
Most BT faults would need to be reported by the BBC, as the BT system is virtually 
unmanaged.  Reporting would therefore take slightly longer than the old "local BBC 
to local BT" operational arrangement but this had been a dying system as BT 
centralised its operation and management centres.  With modern, highly flexible 
systems a one centre to one centre approach is necessary with each centre knowing all 
the information about its network. 

6.3 THE TECHNICAL OPERATION CENTRE, (TOC). 

 Proceeding along similar lines, the TOC has become the BBC's management centre 
for broadcast transmission systems and networks. 

 By choosing the TOC as the interface with Energis, information about BBC self 
provided circuits can be correlated with information about Energis and the BT 
circuits. 

 By passing service reports to the TOC, with a streamlined operational channel set up 
to the network management centre (Energis) and on to the service management centre 
(BT) information or requests for restoration can be passed to BT on a centre to centre 
basis relatively rapidly.  This will not ensure optimum speed for one particular fault 
but will ensure that best overall information is gathered and optimum network action 
taken in a timescale not significantly longer. 
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 Local systems to ensure optimum speed for a particular fault cannot all be fed with 
total network information for good economic reasons, and have almost died out as an 
approach with old PTOs and are never delivered by new PTOs.  (See figure 6.1). 

 
6.4 THE USERS 

 The prime element in the communication chain is the Users - their Communications 
Operations Areas deal operationally with the TOC. TOC staff should always be in a 
position at the centre of the hub to provide information or restore service with one of 
the suppliers as soon as possible within the Network Services Agreement with 
Energis, or Service Level Agreement with Transmission for the television distribution 
service etc. The Users are able to deal via an existing system with the Network 
Bookings and Admin office. This office interacts with the TOC (and indeed, is 
literally next door) to be aware of outages and the resulting inability to book 
contribution circuits affected. The TOC is therefore the "star" point and has instant 
access to all, save BT,  who are "two calls away". 

 Given the redundant nature of the Energis distribution and contribution systems (fixed 
loop protection for all circuits) the need for "crisis communication" should be reduced 
with the new network.  

6.5 SUMMARY 

 Once again, the simple logistics of developments and new norms of PTO 
operation had effects which needed to be carefully considered and adapted to 
minimise operational difficulties. 
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7. THE NEW CONTRACTOR'S NOVEL TECHNIQUES FOR SPEED OF 
INSTALLATION AND CIRCUIT DELIVERY 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

 There are three important aspects to the novel techniques which delivered a country 
wide trunk vision network in less than two years:- 

• The "blessings" of existing infrastructure and planning. 

• New organisational techniques. 

• Technological innovations. 

• The UKs level of general communications infrastructure: motorways, mobile 
communications including computers. 

 Although some of these appear more exciting than others, all aspects were vital to 
achieving the dates. 

7.2 THE EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE 

 Few organisations have the infrastructure to construct a country-wide network at an 
economic cost.  This was reflected in applications for new PTO licences and the 
systems used by BT and Mercury:- 

• British Rail Telecom had the possibility of trackside fibre to all locations within the 
UK and "Railtrack" impending. 

• British Waterways had the ease and speed of towpath or canal-bottom cabling but not 
completely comprehensive reach to the whole of the UK. 

• BT - with fibres in motorway ducts and many existing street ducts as well as radio 
systems country-wide, clearly had very considerable, and universal capability. 

• Mercury Communications Ltd use roadside and trackside fibre, city ducts and 
multiple, short-haul radio access; but not completely comprehensive, all-UK reach. 

• But the National Grid not only runs the length and breadth of the country, but also has 
prospective Regional Electricity Company partners within the UK and extending to 
Scotland and Wales (with plans for Northern Ireland before the end of the century).  It 
has used fibre communications for years for its own power protection systems due to 
the excellent electrical isolation, speeds and reliability which can be obtained.  The 
National Grid had already used fibre wrap, integrated earth wire and supported 
technology for running these fibre systems over their power line network. 

 They were a newly privatised, energetic organisation seeking increased profits and 
recognising that their core business was unlikely to expand rapidly due to the general 
economic situation and "green issues".  The reliability of the grid is well known and 
even in the storms of 1987/88, no 400 kilovolt lines had been lost.  It was clear that 
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although newly into the communications business, there was tremendous potential in 
the base infrastructure of the National Grid and their prospective telecommunications 
arm "Telecom Electric" which subsequently was renamed Energis. 

7.3 ORGANISATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

 Energis took on the basic issues as early as possible, applying for a PTO licence; 
preparing a core network plan; and starting legal teams to purchase new wayleave and 
licensing rights with known landowners across the National Grid system. This enabled 
the network to be constructed and the new cables licensed for telecommunications 
use. 

 Energis were structured as a high technology, highly skilled but small PTO who 
would (and did) enter into partnership with companies in key areas of expertise 
seeking to enter the liberalised market quickly and at the most modern and efficient 
level, with emphasis on trunk network provision not local service provision.  The 
network construction was shared by three main partners: 

• NGC in charge of all the fibre infrastructure. 

• Northern Telecom for terminal equipment and network electronics/systems. 

• DEC for management and finance systems. 

 Each of these partners sub-contracted areas of work to further contractors or sections 
of their own large organisations, making a very large, well-focused team for building, 
testing and delivery but not employing permanent staff or having very large 
continuing overheads, which increase costs. 

 Groups of staff were "laterally organised" into work areas, working together 
regardless of company and rank to achieve targets.  A close project management 
watch was kept on construction processes from all angles, and Energis were not afraid 
to change these to maintain targets whenever needed (no matter how tough the change 
needed to be, the Energis project manager did not shrink!). 

 The BBC's management team carefully monitored this process and were involved 
from the outset with Service-affecting decisions using a permanent representative with 
Energis, monthly formal project meetings and bi-monthly management board 
meetings.  The fibre development is covered below, but an important organisational 
aspect of equipment logistics for the core repeater and trunk sites was the multiple 
production of 80 odd Equipment Accommodation Modules (fitted out, secure 
containers) housing standardised bays in standard arrangements.  A "factory test" 
quality check and "step and repeat" installation process onto powered, concrete 
platforms at pre-arranged sites at National Grid switching stations, power stations and 
a few greenfield sites, helped to speed the overall network provision immensely. 
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7.4 TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION  

 The fibre and SDH system used in the complete network came from a number of 
sources, which included Regional Electricity Companies, Fibreways (the British 
Waterways PTO), London Regional Transport, NGC Underground cabling and 
cabling carried on the earth wire of the National Grid pylon-borne power systems. 

 "OPGW" (optical path ground wire) is probably the most sophisticated system in 
which the optical cable is embedded in the centre of the earth wire.  Although 
installation or replacement of the earth wire can take place "on power", a replacement 
of cable with a good remaining life is clearly an expensive option. 

 Wrapped cable is the method which catches the imagination and forms the greatest 
part of the Energis network.  A wrapping machine pulled by a radio-controlled tug, 
spins a drum of fibre cable as it pulls it, (correctly tensioned), along  the earth wire 
and forms the basic connections.  8km per day is a typical installation rate (carried out 
on power) and makes for much quicker installation than dig and pull or dig and cover 
methods.  (Photos of the machines are attached give an idea of the methodology - see 
figures 7.1 & 7.2). 
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 SDH Equipment, coders to new specifications, loop protection systems are, of course, 
innovations but are covered elsewhere in this submission. 

7.5 GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS 

 The rate of information transfer for contracts and agreements, the set-up times for sub-
contracting out further work, the installation timescales, the mobility and adaptability 
of tests in widespread areas in a very short timeframe could simply not have been 
carried out five years ago. We have been fortunate, but also have maximised use of 
most modern techniques to meet the deadlines. 

7.6 SUMMARY 

 The combination of strong project management; firm timescales; adjustment of 
resources where, when, and as necessary; fearless technical innovation; and 
sheer hard work were the refreshingly new techniques bought to bear on the 
network by Energis.  Although a "just in time" finish was inevitable, success 
depended strongly on the innovation and management. 
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8. PLANNING, BUILDING, TESTING AND SEAMLESS CHANGEOVER IN THE 
SHORT TIMESCALE AVAILABLE TO ACHIEVE SATISFACTORY 
CONTINUATION OF SERVICE 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

 This topic is a subject in its own right, but for the purposes of this submission, a 
summary of main points only can be attempted. 

8.2 PLANNING AND THE IMPORTANCE OF PARTITIONING MANAGEMENT OF 
THE PROJECT, WORKLOADS AND TIMESCALES 

 The Early Work 

 The early work and planning up to the tender assessment stage is described earlier in 
this submission.  Shortly after Energis became the successful tenderer, final 
arrangements needed to be agreed on the actual shape of the network and who would 
provide what.  The variations on the tendered plan were less than 5% of the network 
but were needed, based on:- 

• BBC requirement changes because studio premises were being vacated. 

• Fixed link difficulties, mainly frequency allocation problems. 

• Changes in operational requirement in the London area - a continuing BBC necessity 
(e.g. BBC Worldwide TV now has six outputs with two more planned to open shortly; 
World Service TV had barely started at the network's outset). 

 An intense series of meetings with Energis moved towards "the final network" as soon 
as it could, with a variation mechanism for future changes, to cover London 
variability.  This led to the network services agreement in June '93. 

 But before this date, a basic PTO and self provision list was drawn up as Energis 
could supply a scale of network slightly larger than the minimum network but not the 
full range of the maximum network.  Significant flexibility was shown by both sides 
to dovetail the network elements before the NSA was signed. 

 Division of Responsibility to Create Parallel Installation Action to Meet the Timescale 

 Once agreement was reached with Energis it was possible to decide responsibilities 
for firstly the PTO network provision and secondly the new self provided element.  
The new self provision was quickly "sub-contracted" to BBC Transmission Projects 
and work to a Functional Specification agreed by the Management Team began 
quickly to maximise the timescale (there was minimal risk attached to this work as it 
was standard technology). 

 The PTO network was sub-divided by Energis to direct provision (Energis' own 
circuits) and "indirect provision" - mostly existing circuits from BT - but there were 
twelve completely new circuits. 
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 The Energis direct provision needed BBC interface areas which was work again sub-
contracted to the BBC Projects staff to prepare a "clear, powered area" to Energis' 
required specification for access, size and environment and to agree two local access 
routes for fibre ingress to the Energis area (or areas). 

 A BBC/Energis "infrastructure" project team was set up to handle normal matters 
directly - the Management Team acting as monitors and only advising on matters of 
policy, network architecture and/or finance service affecting issues.(see figure 8.1)  
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The Energis main building programme proceeded as described in outline, section 7 to a 
timescale provided in the network services agreement.(See figure 8.2) 

 

 

8.3 MID-PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

• With these clear areas, and well defined management responsibilities in place, the 
main project team could spend some time carrying out further investigation work for 
vision changeover units, codecs and "vision phase experiments" with Energis. 

 But an important feature of the project management were the regular, formal 
interactions between the various groups:- 

• Regular progress meetings on the SPN routes. 

• Regular formal project meetings between Transmission Projects and Energis' contract 
staff. 

• Regular meetings with Energis on the overall management to examine their network 
build progress. 

• Combining and simplifying the detail of these three meetings to the operational level, 
and updating the User Directorates monthly (adapting, where time was available, to 
their changed requirements). 

 We followed new building and room adaptations; power work; steel work, dish 
installation and feeder runs; then link transceiver and auxiliary equipment; along all 
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the new self provided routes (necessarily adapting some, to iron out the last frequency 
allocation problems).  See figure 8.3 for the routes concerned. 

 

 We followed the increasing wayleave count around the routes; the fibre installation 
around the map, (see figure 8.4, below); noting that at 01/09/94 Energis contractors 
could only begin testing of SDH digital "sections and sectors" across the country.  
(Please excuse the reduced quality scanned drawings – some elements were only 
supplied as paper copy) 
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But we knew that Energis tests would need to be 100% before final BBC vision cicuit testing 
could be started and this occurred shortly after the progress map fig 8.5 was tabled on 
14/11/94 
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.  Local circuits on LRT infrastructure in London progressed smoothly in three phases in 
parallel with the trunk networks. 
 
Meanwhile, and reassuringly, from June to October '94 the new SPN systems were installed, 
commissioned, tested, and where possible put into early service.
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8.4 FRONT RUNNER CIRCUITS  

 In order to avoid a large number of last minute problems, two key routes were planned 
to arrive earlier than others, for tests to confirm typical operational performance: 
Television Centre to Birmingham to Nottingham to Waltham, and 
Birmingham to Sutton Coldfield (for the vision distribution); and 
Sutton Coldfield to Birmingham, Nottingham to Birmingham, Birmingham to 
Television Centre, BH to Television Centre (for the vision contribution system)  

 The planning was fine but the difficulty of keeping a rapidly growing network on 
common digital bearers stable enough to allow some of the completed circuits to be 
used for long tests and in operational test, proved a severe strain!  The "most faults 
occur between 9am and 5pm effect" was evident (only it was between 8am and 12pm 
five full days a week to meet the deadline). 

 However, some useful front runner tests were carried out before the "final heave". 
Nothing unexpected arose from these tests and radiation from Sutton Coldfield was 
highly satisfactory in early December. Unfortunately, Birmingham to Nottingham was 
one of the last circuits to arrive in spite of heroic efforts, but the last circuits arrived 
very quickly (completion 25 November 1994) once effort from the trunk testing could 
be released.  

8.5 POINT TO POINT VISION PERFORMANCE TESTS 

 Whilst the circuit delivery was "hotting up", eight test teams with standard vision test 
equipment, (each team containing a contracted BBC engineer familiar with vision 
testing) were set up and given additional training.  At the first possible opportunity, 
they were engaged in parallel with circuit delivery work to prove that the actual routes 
(all 218) met the point to point (or multi point) limits for one codec path set out in the 
Network Services Agreement.  This operation went as fast as it could, with a team of 
BBC engineers checking "integration" of tested circuits from Energis bays right into 
studio centres.  Understandably, this integration of systems and testing was not 
complete until after 25th November. 

 

8.6 THE CHANGEOVER "CRUNCH" 

 In spite of increasing the length of day worked and twelve day fortnights worked for 
an increased number of contractor's staff, it became clear that there would not be time 
to complete Energis' Operational Readiness Tests (proving monitoring and remote 
control for management purposes) and the BBC's extended, through-studio, test 
regimes by 4/12/94 in order to transfer the circuits into service before 22/12/94 - the 
Users' absolutely final date to ensure “stability over Christmas” .   
The Management Team considered various "partial" options of Energis plus BT 
circuits, but given that all the Energis circuits were ready and could be tested, it was 
the changeover itself that would cause further delay and no time could be saved by a 
"partial change" which would cause a large operational difficulty (not a good 
Christmas present!).   
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Energis grasped the nettle and it was soon agreed to perform a phased changeover.  
The front runners, now in service (which included Television Centre to Birmingham 
to Sutton Coldfield and Television Centre to Crystal Palace) would be left on Energis 
circuits.  The BT contract would be extended by 1 month on an "insurance basis" (at 
no cost to the BBC) and the  changeover completion planned for 5th to 
16th December 1994 would take place between 10-20th January 1995 with final local 
London contribution circuits following between 20 -31st. 

 The early days of December were, therefore, filled with final cascaded circuit testing 
by BBC; the final network management testing by Energis; and a hasty revamp and 
redating of the changeover scenario by the BBC Management Team.  However, the 
continuity of service to Users and public was unaffected. 

8.7 THE CHANGEOVER 

 Initial Plan 
The changeover was a very simple excersise to plan in outline since both the BBC and 
Energis/BBC network were working in parallel and some BBC and BT elements 
would be common before and after 31/1/95.(see figure 8.6 below) 

 

 These elements were gathered and organised into a set of events in logistically feasible 
areas for distribution and contribution circuits separately, agreed with the project 
groups and Users, set down on paper and revised as described above.  But they were 
plans for objectives, not for a rigid timescale during a particular day and left much 
to local initiative. A nightly update on successes and planned revisions for the next 
day was always available for accommodating problems.  The set of sketches for vision 
distribution changeover stages is copied for information.  (See figure 8.8 - 8.12.) Hand 
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amendment of an operational drawing was chosen for speed of any update which 
might be needed and "immediacy" of impact. 
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Actual Plan 
The actual plan was a triumph of motivation and detail planning by the BBC's projects 
departments:- 

• The Transmitter Project staff, familiar with the interfacing of transmitter sites, and 
studio elements where new self provided links were provided were "positioned" for 
the correct days.  They were motivated to see the completion of their work but they 
were accompanied by the local operational staff representatives, similarly 
"positioned". Their group wanted to see the new network successfully and cleanly in 
operation.  Both groups had seen the tests, both groups had reserves able to be called 
on to cover sickness etc. 

• Studio Projects staff were similarly "positioned" with their local counterparts.  This 
was a larger exercise, 17 studio premises (6 transmitters only) with very large 
numbers of circuits to change over on enlarged or new matrices and a significant 
checking operation.  Again reserves were made available. 

• "Fire Brigade" Studio and Transmitter Project staff could be identified, separately 
from the operational change groups, to pick up any developed faults, remedy them and 
"fit the circuit back into the changeover scenario". 

• The same arrangement was put into place by the Transmitter Projects group, both for 
Energis interfaces and for the self provided circuit needing Energis completion to be 
finalised. 

• The Management Team set up a small control group in Television Centre with - 

 1. A secretary who gathered all information, cleared progress and circulated  the 
next day's replanned procedure to around 30 operational recipients with assistance 
from the TOC. 

 2. Two projects co-ordinators, both able to steer both Studio and Transmitter 
 teams in the field as needed. 

 3. A "communications expert" ('phones, pagers, fax machines etc.) who was  also 
assistant for the secretary. 

 4. The senior BBC operational co-ordinator for main events (e.g. Winter 
 Olympics) to ensure that the contribution network and its hub at Television 
 Centre were in continuous operation. 
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The Changeover Period Itself  
The changeover did not go to plan!  We wanted to start on 10th January putting the 
Parliamentary circuits to and from Television Centre into service. But the opening of 
Parliament was on the 9th!  Since the circuits were ready and the engineer concerned was 
anxious to start, leave was abandoned and the changeover occurred successfully on 6th 
January. 
We expected more difficulties to occur, with accompanying delays, for the trunk networks, 
but logistics at Cardiff and absence of circuits failures during the process allowed the first 3 
days planned contribution work to be done on the first day!  Distribution went ahead where 
possible and practical again pushed forward by the early contribution changeovers.  With 
necessary shuffling to allow staff to travel between centres, distribution circuits were 
completed on 18th January and contribution circuits were completed on 19th January. 

 "Mopping Up" in London 
The changeover team was reassembled in London between 20-31st January with an 
alternative secretary, the senior co-ordinator, projects staff and operations and maintenance 
engineers in Television Centre, Broadcasting House and BT staff at the Tower who were all 
needed for the final, local circuit rearrangements in London.  Again, high BBC motivation 
prepared terminals well in advance and persuaded BT staff to arrange for the World Service 
circuits involved to be completed on 22nd January 1995, two days before their major 
expansion of output and change to 24 hour operation.  The remaining circuits followed 
without incident. 
Although this had not been a "happy time" for them, BT's Tower staff co-operated well and 
professionally in the critical changeover period. 
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8.8 THE AFTERMATH 

 Not all the network control systems are finalised for the vision contribution network 
but the rearrangement agreed (with the Users) to produce the first stages of digitally 
switchable vision contribution operation works very smoothly. 

 Specification for the Customer Network Management system stage (always due to be 
completed in mid '96) continues. 

 After the relatively smooth changeover, early faults have visited us with every kind of 
happening imaginable  

• vandalism at 30feet (and near 400 kilovolts) broke a complete trunk network section 
(but the protection routes were unaffected) 

• Exceptionally heavy rain/snow faded a link path completely for 13 minutes between 
Leeds and Holme Moss. 

• One (of the duplicated halves) of Television Centre's output failed! (the mean time 
between failure of such a distribution amplifier is 10 years!). 

 
The burn-in period is in full swing but Energis' Network Management Centre and the 
TOC are rapidly "climbing the learning curve" and completely settled operation is 
expected before the summer of '95. 
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